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Marc Lamont Hill gives
highly anticipated talk

The pro-Palestinian activist spoke to a packed Rosse Hall. | BEN NUTTER

BECCA FOLEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BEN BRUMLEY
STAFF WRITER

Rosse Hall was bustling at 7:30 p.m. Sunday night
as students, faculty and staff gathered for “An Evening with Marc Lamont Hill,” an event co-hosted by
Kenyon Students for Justice in Palestine (KSJP), the
Black Student Union, Bridge Kenyon, Active Students
Helping the Earth Survive (ASHES), Kenyon Young
Democratic Socialists of America, Kenyon Magnetic
Voices, A Medio Camino and the Muslim Student Association. The event, which was initially going to be
held in Brandi Recital Hall, has been surrounded by
controversy since its announcement.
“We decided to bring Marc Lamont Hill because
he is an impressive speaker,” KSJP wrote in an email
to the Collegian. “His work as a social justice activist
and as a journalist is exemplary, and his vision for a
free Palestine is not limited to any particular borders.”
Dr. Hill began his talk by addressing the criticism
of a speech he gave at the United Nations for the International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian people
in the fall of 2018. The fallout primarily dealt with the
final words of the speech: “a free Palestine from the
river to the sea.” This phrase is considered by some
pro-Israel voices to be a subtle call for the end of the
Israeli state.
“The words that people focused on were not the
2,000 or 3,000 words I spoke for the first 21-and-ahalf minutes of the speech,” Dr. Hill said. “Instead
they focused on the last eight words.”
He stressed that he intended to communicate that
the freedom of the Palestinians should not be limited by geography and that he does not agree with
any solution that would do harm to a religious group.

Kristen Van Ausdall, beloved art
history professor, passess away at 68
EVEY WEISBLAT
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

On Saturday Oct. 26, Professor of Art History Kristen Van Ausdall, 68, passed
away. She died at the Stanford
University Medical Center in
Palo Alto, California. While
Van Ausdall had been on
medical leave at the time of
her death, her passing came
as a shock to those who were
close to her. She is survived
by her husband, Scott Pringle.
Until recently, Van Ausdall
had been a resident of Mount
Vernon. After completing her
B.A. at Humboldt State University in 1976, she went on to
attain an M.A. from the University of Oregon in 1981 and
a Ph.D. from Rutgers University in 1994. She joined the
College’s Department of Art
History in 1988, where she
spent three years as a visiting instructor before moving on to share her gifts with
students at the University of
Louisville and John Carroll
University. At the turn of the
millennium, Van Ausdall re-

turned to Kenyon as a visiting
assistant professor. The following year, she was granted
a tenure-track position and,
in 2014, promoted to full professor.
Affectionately referred to
as “KVA” by her students,
Van Ausdall shared her love
of Renaissance art and architecture both in the wide array
of courses she taught on the
subjects and in her involvement in the Kenyon-Rome
program, which she helped
found and participated in
several times over the years.
She was particularly interested in sacred art and images
that portrayed the tradition
of the Eucharist. “I remember
driving to different museums
with her in England to look at
the tabernacles that they had
in their collection,” Professor
of Art History Emeritus Eugene Dwyer said. “She was really interested in that.”
As a scholar, writer and
artist, Van Ausdall saw what
many others struggle to perceive: a point of contact between the different subjects
of the liberal arts. This inter-
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disciplinary approach translated into both her teaching
and scholarship. She worked
closely with the Department
of Religious Studies department in her research, cotaught a class on the art and
music of Renaissance and Baroque Italy and challenged
her students to examine the
way art has been written
about throughout the ages.
For all her contributions as
a scholar, what truly set Van
Ausdall apart was the dedication she poured into her
teaching and the boundless
generosity she showed to her
students. Those who knew her
recalled how she would spend
hours talking with students
outside of class, offering life
advice or simply sharing a
laugh with them. Whatever
it was, she never took herself
too seriously, according to
Jess Lane ’20, who has known
Van Ausdall since she was a
first year and had planned to
do an honors thesis with her.
Aside from her good humor,
Lane also recounted the professor’s willingness to help
page 2
her students.

In addition, Dr. Hill emphasized his belief that the
struggle for Palestinian liberation is interconnected
with other progressive initiatives. He criticized those
who he referred to as “PEBPs:” Progressives on Everything but Palestine.
“If we can learn one thing from Marc Lamont
Hill, it is that we should really question our values if
we are progressive except for Palestine.” KSJP wrote.
“We cannot claim to be feminists, for example, and
not support Palestinian women in their struggle for
freedom from Israeli occupation.”
Some, including Ben Reingold ’20, president of
Kenyon Students for Israel (KSFI), believed that Dr.
Hill’s statement was a mischaracterization of progressive values. “There was an underlying theme
that to be progressive one must be pro-Palestine. I
wish he would have elaborated more on what ‘proPalestine’ means to him,” he wrote in an email to the
Collegian. “I feel very strongly that Zionism and the
progressive movement are consistent ideologies.”
The main speech was followed by a Q&A session
in which 10 students spoke to Dr. Hill, generating a
discussion that lasted over an hour. The conversation was generally well-received by those on both
sides of the issue. “Not only was the dialogue productive, it was necessary and urgent for us to have
it,” KSJP wrote.
Reingold agreed. “In my experience,” he said,
“both KSJP and KSFI have always provided equal
opportunity for all students to participate in the
conversation.”
KSJP looks to continue this type of dialogue on
campus. “For the future, we would like to continue
building solidarity with other activist groups on
campus. We are grateful to our allies who showed
us what solidarity means not only in words but in
practice,” they wrote.
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Campus mourns loss of professor
Continued from Page 1

Under the guide of The Ariel Foundation, this building in Mount
Vernon will be converted into upscale apartments. | BEN NUTTER

“One time I came to her office and
I had broken my wrist, and I don’t
have a car so I couldn’t drive myself,
and she was like ‘Okay, put your stuff
down, I’m driving you to Columbus
right now to go to the hospital,’” she
said. “She was always doing stuff like
that.”
Van Ausdall was just as thoughtful
and warm with her colleagues as she
was with her students.
Brad Hostetler, assistant professor
of Art History, described the bond
they formed as office neighbors.

“She would come over here on a
Thursday afternoon after we get done
teaching and she would sit down, and
we would talk for like two hours. It
was everything — it was work, it was
life, it was friendship — it was kind of
everything mixed into one,” Hostetler
said. “I think that’s the takeaway I
have from her: the generosity she had
for the people around her.”
In a tribute to Van Ausdall, Professor Emerita of Art History Melissa
Dabakis asked former students of hers
to share memories of her via a shared
Google Document. Whether they recounted pushing through tourists to

see Caravaggio paintings in Rome, or
singing all the words to “Alice’s Restaurant” on Thanksgiving, the students’ stories of Van Ausdall demonstrate her indelible impact on them.
“During our class field trips in
Rome, I often found myself sitting
next to Kristen looking up at a work of
art,” Mary Sawyer ’18 wrote. “I would
follow her gaze across the piece as she
guided me through the history of the
art and its maker. Just as she carried
me into a work of art I never thought
I could relate to, she carried me out of
life’s tougher days, reminding me that
she was always there for me.”

Mount Vernon building DoorDash comes to Mount Vernon
to become staff housing
GRANT HOLT
STAFF WRITER

LINNEA MUMMA
STAFF WRITER

With restaurants and university
classrooms filling once-vacant stores
in downtown Mount Vernon, The
Ariel Foundation has recognized the
need for more housing in the area.
The foundation has contracted
with Shrock Premier Construction
to complete renovations of a building on the corner of South Main
Street and East Gambier Street in
downtown Mount Vernon. This
building will be converted into 16
upscale apartments, eight of which
will be given to Kenyon to house faculty and staff. The other eight will be
given to Mount Vernon Nazarene
University (MVNU) and the Knox
Community Hospital. These lofts
will be a mix of one- and two-bedroom flats.
“From the perspective of the
Ariel Foundation, [the goal] is to
provide more spaces for people to
live, which will help to keep the burgeoning restaurant and coffee scene
growing and thriving. From the college’s perspective, there are not a lot
of options for folks to rent places,”
President Sean Decatur said in an
interview with the Collegian.
Ariel Foundation director Jen
Odenweller told Knox Pages that
the apartments will ideally be completed by June of 2020 so that both
Kenyon and MVNU will be able to
lease the spaces to faculty members
for the 2020-21 academic year.
According to project coordinator Dan Houser in an interview with
Knox Pages, construction was set to
begin last month and will likely last

nine months. Crews started by tearing up concrete, constructing interior foundations and building an
elevator shaft.
“This project will quickly take
shape with some exterior work occurring in the near future, interior
work throughout the winter, and
come spring, when the outside facade is addressed, the community
will see this revitalization effort
transform to enhance the downtown landscape,” Odenweller told
Knox Pages.
This is not the first time The Ariel
Foundation has provided Kenyon
with a new space in Mount Vernon; in 2017, the Foundation gave
Kenyon the money for the building
which now houses the Wright Center, a multipurpose building available to Kenyon students as well as
Mount Vernon community members. However, even though Kenyon
completed all of the renovation for
the Wright Center, Chief Business
Officer of Kenyon Mark Kohlman
told the Collegian that the college is
“not involved in the actual construction process for the apartments.”
When asked about the cost of the
apartments, Odenweller told Knox
Pages that “this investment is not
about a dollar figure,” but instead
about a “deep commitment to our
downtown and expanding the community’s social fabric through colocation of individuals and families
who are connected to three unique
community partners, Kenyon College, Mount Vernon Nazarene University and Knox Community Hospital.”

This June, the on-demand food
delivery service DoorDash became
available in Mount Vernon. Founded in 2013 by Stanford University
students, DoorDash has since expanded to 56 metropolitan areas and
more than 600 cities.
“It’s been pretty convenient,” Sam
Slavkin ’22 said of the service. “This
week I got Wendy’s and Chipotle delivered. It came pretty quickly. Occasionally, they’ll get my order wrong,
but they always refund.”
Orders are placed on the DoorDash website or through an app.
Customers choose from a list of restaurants in the area, then delivery
drivers will pick up the food and
deliver to their address. Customers
can also text or call delivery drivers,
known as “Dashers.”
“I think [DoorDash’s arrival is]
due to a couple of the newer restau-

rants that have opened in Mount
Vernon,” said DoorDash delivery
driver and Gambier local Marty
Trese.
Before Trese began dashing in
June, she was the owner and editor of
Knox Pages, an online news site dedicated to covering local affairs.
“Right now, I’m in between jobs,
figuring out what to do,” said Trese.
“DoorDash is a way to make a little
extra money.”
Trese is one of about 50 Mount
Vernon Dashers. They connect
with one another through a Facebook group, where Dashers can answer each other’s questions. Many
of them have encountered problems
with deliveries to campus.
“Some of the younger drivers that
aren’t familiar with Gambier at all
have expressed concern about not
knowing where places are,” Trese
said. She described a recent delivery
where a Dasher received an order
from Caples Residence Hall, but did

not know how to find it.
“I said it was the tallest building
in Gambier,” Trese said. “We kind
of help each other out this way. But
please,” she implores students, “give
us more information.”
Some students haven’t encountered any problems with their deliveries, which some attribute to their
choice of housing.
“I haven’t had any problems [using DoorDash],” said Jess Lane ’20.
“But I’ve been in a house or an apartment, so [the location is] a bit clearer
than the Mather breezeway.”
Trese said she had once received
an order from McBride Residence
Hall. The student who ordered the
delivery had specified in the notes
section of the app that their driver
should come to the roundabout.
Trese knew exactly where to go.
“That was perfect,” said Trese.
“Just give us more information [like
that] about where you are so we can
dash to you.”

buildings and tendency to gather in
swarms.
Community Advisor Alasia Destine-DeFreece ’21 said that dozens of
bugs have been found in every campus residence area, from the North
Campus Apartments (NCAs) to her
home in Old Kenyon. To date, she says
that she and her friends have removed
more than 40 bugs from her room.
They’ve handled the infestation by
vacuuming up the beetles or collecting them in a cup.
“At one point, I dropped the cup
that we were using [to collect the
bugs], and they were just everywhere,”
she said. “I yelled, I cursed, and then I
left my room for like 12 hours because
I just couldn’t do it anymore.”

In NCA 16, home to the Environmental Campus Organization (ECO),
the beetles were given a more welcoming reception.
“My housemates say ladybugs are
good luck,” Hadley Seymour ’22 said.
“So we have a lot of good luck.”
Kohlman is less sentimental. “If
they were outside, they’d be eaten by
every other animal looking for food in
the winter, so don’t feel bad,” he said.
“We just suck them up in our vacuum
and keep going.”
For the Gambier resident, Asian
lady beetles are simply a fact of life.
“Nothing you can do about them,”
Kohlman said. “They’re in everybody’s house. They’re in every building … They’re just everywhere.”

Asian lady beetles swarm dorms
ELLIE KLEE
NEWS EDITOR

As warm temperatures hang
around this fall, Asian lady beetles
have begun to hang around in campus buildings. The beetles, which resemble ladybugs, have been spotted
en masse in areas of both North and
South campus.
“They hide, and then when it
warms up like this, they come out,”
Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman said. “So you get these as we go
into winter.”
According to ohioline.com, multicolored Asian lady beetles made their
way to Ohio in 1993. The invasive species is known for its ability to infiltrate
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Board of Trustees holds fall meeting, discusses Middle Path
EVEY WEISBLAT
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

On Thursday and Friday of last
week, the Board of Trustees came together for their annual fall meeting.
Meredith Bonham ’92, vice president for student affairs, thought that
the meeting was both productive and
substantive. “I’m always impressed by
how committed our trustees are to the
health and well-being of the institution, but also to individual students
and the student experience,” she said.
The meeting started with a review
of the College’s revised mission statement, which is currently in its draft
stage. From there, multiple board
committees heard presentations from
various committees and attended
meetings, including a joint meeting
between the Diversity and Student
Affairs Committees in which they reviewed the College’s initiatives to promote the mental health of students. In
addition, the committees presented
the Board with data from the “Healthy
Minds” study, an assessment of Kenyon students’ mental health that the
College administered in the spring of
2019. The Board did not, however, discuss the controversial “Send Silence
Packing” event.
According to President Sean Decatur, the most significant point to come
out of the meeting was a proactive decision on resurfacing Middle Path.

“If I had to pick out the single biggest headline, which was maybe buried a little bit, it was that the Buildings and Grounds Committee asked
the administration to come back with
a plan for alternative surfaces for Middle Path,” Decatur said. The Buildings
and Grounds Committee also gave the
green light for an upcoming study on
student housing.
According to a report from the Office of Communications, the Academic Affairs Committee promoted three
faculty members to full professors: Associate Provost Sheryl Hemkin, Associate Professor of Sociology Jennifer
Johnson and R. Todd Ruppert Associate Professor of International Studies
Steve Van Holde.
The Board also discussed the College’s sustainability efforts, and students from the Environmental Campus Organization (ECO) met with the
Buildings and Grounds Committee to
express “their thoughts on investments
in green initiatives,” according to Decatur. A faculty group that emerged
from the Climate Change Teach-In
also met with Board members to discuss ways to make the campus more
ecologically friendly.
Students had a chance to interact
with Board members during a voluntary luncheon on Friday, where they
could spend an hour getting to know
trustees and asking them questions.
Bonham said she was glad that so many

At a luncheon in Peirce Lounge, students chat with College trustees. | BEN NUTTER

students signed up for the luncheon.
When reviewing the mission statement draft, Bonham said that feedback
from the Board was helpful in many
ways.
“I would say there were many aspects of the draft mission statement
and values that the trustees responded
very favorably to,” Bonham said, “and
then there were a couple of points that
they felt we either missed or that we

should emphasize more strongly.”
The trustees suggested emphasizing aspects of teaching and learning,
which they felt needed to be more
clearly outlined. At the next Board
meeting, scheduled for Feb. 6 and 7,
the College will present the Board with
a final draft of the updated mission
statement. Student Council will also
review the current draft at their next
weekly meeting.

Local Digest: Future of HB 6 lies in
the hands of Ohio Supreme Court

Student Council votes
to keep print Times

TOMMY JOHNSON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

GRANT HOLT
STAFF WRITER

Last summer, the Ohio Legislature
voted into law House Bill 6 (HB 6), a
bill that provides a monetary bailout
for coal and nuclear power plants and
deals a devastating blow to climate
change policy in the state. Though the
bill faced intense public scrutiny from
Ohioans, a federal ruling last week
has diminished the chance that the
bill will be sent to a referendum on the
November 2020 ballot.
The ruling was issued by US District Judge Edmund A. Sargus Jr. of the
United States District Court of Southern Ohio. The matter at hand was
whether or not the anti-HB 6 group
Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts
could have an extension for submitting voter signatures petitioning for a
referendum on the bill to be put on the
ballot. Rather than summarily rejecting this claim, Sargus wrote in his ruling that this was not in the domain of
a federal court and referred the case to
the Ohio Supreme Court.
Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts solicited roughly 221,000 signatures, falling approximately 44,000
signatures short of the minimum
required to get the issue on the ballot and argued that an extra 38 days
would be enough time to get them to
this point — 38 days that they felt they
were denied by the Ohio Attorney

General due to his delay in approving
the petition. This question, alongside
four others, was referred to the Ohio
Supreme Court, which generally takes
up cases referred to it by federal courts,
though it is not required to do so.
The Ohio Supreme Court has decided to put the case on its docket, and
each side has until Nov. 10 to submit
arguments for why the justices should
or should not pick up the case.
HB 6 was implicated in an earlier
suit heard by the Ohio Supreme Court
in September. The power company
FirstEnergy Solutions sued Ohioans
Against Corporate Bailout and argued that the monthly charges that
the bill imposes on energy ratepayers
qualifies as a tax and is therefore not
subject to referendum. Three justices
had to recuse themselves from this
case due to their connections to each
party: Two judges had connections to
the pro-HB 6 side and one to the opposing side.
The case that now sits in front of
the Ohio Supreme Court is as follows:
According to WOSU Public Radio,
Ohio’s Constitution allows groups 90
days to collect the requisite signatures
for petitioning that a law gets voted
on via popular referendum. However,
Ohio law requires the approval of the
state’s attorney general before petitioners can begin soliciting signatures.
Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts
argue that Attorney General Dave

Yost, in waiting 38 days to sign the petition, only allowed 52 days to collect
signatures. The state argues that the
process has been the same for decades.
Though Judge Sargus felt that the
case fell out of his domain, he did
criticize supporters of HB 6 for using
underhanded tactics. In his 29-page
opinion, he cited testimonies where
those circulating the petition were
offered bribes to stop and referenced
a “fake petition” being circulated by
Ohioans for Energy Security, a group
in favor of HB 6, according to the Columbus Dispatch.
Vox has called HB 6 “the worst energy bill of the 21st century.” Republican lawmakers in Ohio claim the bill
will be good for the environment and
for business. The latter point is not in
dispute: WOSU reports that the bill
will generate $150 million for FirstEnergy Solutions, which owns two power plants subsidized by HB 6.
Those in support of the bill argue
that this money will go to the people
who are employed by energy companies. Opponents argue that even if this
is true, reduced emissions standards
pose a greater risk to all Ohioans —
and the world — in the long term.
In recent polls, as many as 70 percent of Ohio voters say they oppose
the bill. For the time being, whether or
not Ohioans will have a say on the future of HB 6 in 2020 rests in the hands
of the Ohio Supreme Court.

After two weeks of deliberation and student polls, Student
Council voted on Monday, Oct.
28 to keep the College’s physical subscription to The New York
Times, rather than replacing it
with a digital one.
A poll conducted by Student
Council with the Budget and Finance Committee received widespread support for print newspapers, while a general student poll
sent out in an all-student email
received 165 responses: 63.6 percent voted in favor of print, while
35.8 percent voted in favor of a
digital subscription.
The proposal was initially
brought up on Sept. 18, when a
representative from The New York
Times approached Associate Director of Student Engagement
Kim Wallace and suggested that
switching to a digital subscription
would be more cost-effective for
the College.
“The [physical] subscription
is $12,000 per year,” Sophomore
Class President Skyler Lesser-Roy
‘22 said. “Even if we sell back unused copies, it still ends up being
$12,000. But a digital subscription
would be $6,000 per year.”
Despite the cost, Lesser-Roy
believes students still benefit from

having the physical newspapers
in Peirce Dining Hall.
“I often see kids on New Side
and Old Side grabbing a paper,
and actually reading the articles,
and being interested, and being
connected to world news,” Lesser-Roy said. “Having the physical medium right when you walk
into Peirce is like, ‘Oh, I should
still be informed.’ I think it’s important to keep it.”
However, some students have
supported a digital subscription.
“It’s probably more sensible to
get a digital subscription because
it’s more flexible,” said Hayden
Toftner ’22. “You wouldn’t have to
come to Peirce necessarily to get
it. Overall, I think it’s a better plan
to switch, especially since it’ll save
costs and be more flexible.”
Going digital would have also
meant losing the New York Times
crossword.
“People would have to figure out how to do it otherwise,”
Lesser-Roy said. “Some arguments I’ve heard are that parents
probably have a subscription …
I understand, but just assuming
that people can deal with it because they’re wealthy enough is
not where the College should be
heading … I think we should look
to cut costs in other areas where
funds are being mismanaged.”
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Four candidates run for office in Village Council election
RONAN ELLIOTT
NEWS EDITOR

On Nov. 5, all registered students and community members
are invited to vote in the village
of Gambier’s Village Council
election. The polls, which will be
located at the Gambier Community Center, will be open from
6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
While the ballot includes a
number of municipal elections
— including those for Township
Trustee and the Mount Vernon
Board of Education — the ones
most likely to impact Kenyon
students are those for Gambier
Mayor and for the two open Village Council seats. Past Village
Council decisions have included
enforcing parking regulation
and the adoption of Ohio tobacco laws.
The following Village Council candidates will appear on the
ballot next week:

Leeman Kessler

Leeman Kessler is a current
Village Councilman and is run-

ning unopposed in his race for
Mayor. While he had previously
considered launching a mayoral campaign, he only decided
to run when he learned that the
current mayor, Kachen Kimmel,
was unsure whether she wanted
to continue with her position.
When Kessler becomes mayor,
he will vacate his current Council seat; though it isn’t certain,
he thinks it’s likely that the Village Council candidate who loses the election will be appointed
in his place.
As mayor, Kessler expects
that one of his main focus areas
will be the Village’s evolving relationship with Kenyon. Previously there has been confusion
over a number of issues regarding the relationship between
Kenyon and Gambier, such as
who has a say in large-scale construction projects and what role
Campus Security plays in Village law enforcement. As the
spouse of a Kenyon employee,
Chaplain Rachel Kessler, Leeman will have a unique perspective in navigating this ever-

changing relationship.
“That’s one of the big defining questions of how the Village
operates: Are we going to be in
a partnership [with Kenyon]?
Are we going to be subservient
to [Kenyon]? Are we going to
be in opposition to [Kenyon]?”
Kessler said. “I think a good
relationship is a partnership
— something where both sides
respect each other, where both
sides have a sense of boundaries and don’t just assume things
about how they’re going to operate.”

Harold Ballard

Incumbent Harold Ballard
is running for Village Council.
Previously an unpaid volunteer
on the Gambier Planning and
Zoning commission, Ballard
also worked as an engineer at
the Siemens/Rolls-Royce plant
in Mount Vernon until its closure. He believes that “ethical
behavior … is the most important part of service in any public
capacity,” and that community
service is an important part of

Queer and Trans Literary
Society holds first meeting
talk about what their identity is but
be able to find themselves within the
readings,” Paik said. “I know a couple
In the early afternoon of Sunday, people brought in their own stories
Oct. 27, more than a dozen students and their own history in the meeting
gathered in Allen House to discuss on Sunday, and that was great.”
an array of poems and articles. The
Outside of the reading discussions,
event marked the first meeting of Ke- the founders imagined that members
nyon’s new Queer and Trans Literary could become more comfortable disSociety, a student group that aims to cussing queerness and queer stories
read and discuss various genres of in general, without feeling pressured
queer literature.
to disclose their own identities.
Founders CarThe group plans
ly McDonald ’20
to meet one SunWe both saw
and Morgan Paik
day per month. For
a deficit in our
’22 envisioned the
the next meeting,
group as a com- knowledge on queer litmembers will read
fortable space to erature, and we wanted
The Argonauts by
explore narratives
Maggie
Nelson.
to force ourselves to
that often get left
McDonald
and
off the traditional explore it more.”
Paik are also exsyllabi.
ploring options for
“We both saw Carly McDonald ’20
long-term support
a deficit in our
from the Office of
knowledge on queer
Diversity, Equity
literature, and we wanted to force and Inclusion (ODEI), including the
ourselves to explore it more,” Mc- possibility of becoming an official afDonald said. “Forming a social book finity group. Such distinction would
club both provides that impetus to do give them more access to funding for
it and actually read something every books and other materials.
month and also has a space for you to
The founders also want to estabtalk about what that literature is and lish resources for members beyond
what it means.”
the monthly meetings. “One of the
For the first meeting, the students other things we’re trying to do is
discussed fragments from Sappho, compile a reading list, created by
poems from Emily Dickinson and a members and for members, so that
chapter from A Queer History of the even if they can’t make it to a meetUnited States, readings all tied to ing one month or if they graduate,
the celebration of LGBTQ+ Histo- there will still be this resource of litry Month. Members came prepared erature to come back to,” McDonald
with questions, comments and anec- said.
dotes.
Students interested in attending
“We wanted to make it a space future meetings can email mcdonwhere people can bring their own ald1@kenyon.edu or mcgee1@kenideas and not necessarily have to yon.edu for more information.
COURTNEY FELLE
STAFF WRITER

“

being a resident of Gambier.

Morgan Giles

Morgan Giles became interested in local politics after participating in the Gambier Planning and Zoning Commission
for two years, and is now running for Village Council. A lawyer by trade, Giles is on the Village Strategic Plan committee,
a group tasked with developing
the trajectory of the Village in
the next few years. If elected,
he plans to focus on the goals
of the Strategic Plan. Giles also
believes that fostering a cooperative relationship between the
Village and Kenyon is a vital
part of building a strong community.
“I don’t believe that change
needs to be made for the sake of
change. It needs to be built off
of sound guidance, and that’s
where the Strategic Plan comes
in.”

Barbara Kakiris

Barbara Kakiris is the associate director of campus events

and summer conferences at Kenyon, where she has worked for
seven years. Previously, Kakiris
spent 20 years working in public relations at NASA. She is a
member of several Knox County humanitarian organizations,
including New Directions, the
local domestic violence crisis
shelter.
One of Kakiris’ main goals if
elected to Village Council would
be to make Gambier more interactive with the greater Knox
County community and establish more community partnerships. She believes her ties with
organizations across the county
and her experience with project
management and planning provide a solid foundation for accomplishing this goal.
“I feel that I come with a
viewpoint that’s not insular, and
I look more broadly at things
from a wider context,” she
said. “We live on this isolated
hill, and I think I have a wider
worldview to lend when it comes
to any topic that comes before
Village Council.”

English department to review
major requirements, courses

Changes will reflect shifting job market, media
consumption and external review feedback.
KAYLEIGH MCCOY
NEWS ASSISTANT

Continuing the changes that began
last spring with the decision to remove
the comprehensive written exam from
the major requirements, the Department of English has now begun reexamining the major’s course requirements and curriculum.
“I think the major [as it currently
exists] we have is designed around the
idea that we’d be sending a significant
chunk of our students off to graduate
school,” Professor Jené Schoenfeld,
Department of English chair, said.
“[Now] there are a lot of different directions compared to 10 or 20 years
ago for people with a B.A. in English.”
Schoenfeld cited feedback from an
external review, a worsening academic
job market and shifts in media consumption as driving factors behind
the potential updates to the curriculum and major.
While the updated major is still
under development and no specific
changes have been released yet, the
historical breadth requirement seems
to be an area of discussion. “We still
want English majors to have an understanding of the strengths and qualities
of different genres [and] different historical periods,” Schoenfeld said. “But
perhaps the depth of study in things
like genre or literary periodization is
less necessary if you’re not likely to
teach in a very specialized historical
period.” Another focus is expanding
class readings further beyond texts
written by English and American authors.
Current English majors expressed

optimism about the trajectory of the
department, especially the increased
focus on literature beyond the traditional Western canon. “The same
books are covered again and again in
a lot of English classes,” Gabi Acuña
’20 said. She pointed to recent hires in
the department specializing in literature of non-white communities as an
example of the changes.
Dani Martinez ’21 thinks the updates to the major will be especially important for marginalized students in the department. “In the past
I haven’t seen myself represented in a
lot of the literature that I’ve studied in
classes,” she said. “There’s a population that has [representation] a lot of
the time, and then there are subsets
of the students at Kenyon that don’t
have that a lot of the time, and I think
[these changes] will be a really helpful step.”
While the current dialogue will lead
to shifts in the curriculum, the heart
of the major will not change. “There’s
an important core that remains unchanged: the idea of being a critical
reader, and a critical thinker and a
clear communicator,” Schoenfeld said.
The department hopes to have an
updated curriculum by 2021 or 2022,
with the changes only impacting students who enter the major after that
time or those who choose to opt in.
As the conversation within continues, faculty encourage student input
as well.
“If students have thoughts, they
should get in touch with me because I
would love to include them in a meeting,” Schoenfeld said.
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Kenyon’s Fermentation Friends bond over all things yeasty
Kenyon’s newest student organization focuses on the process of fermenting food and drink.
HEATHER MCCABE
STAFF WRITER

acidic f lavor.
Meeting attendees exKenyon’s newest student pressed interest in baking
organization, Fermentation sourdough bread, brewing
Friends, held a well-attended kombucha, culturing yogurt
and lively meeting last Tues- and making kimchi.
day in cel“You’re
ebration of
just, like, eatall things
ing
rotten
bacterial.
things,” Ad“I think a key
First
ams said.
part of it is that...
years Lucy
we’re just hanging
Adams ’23
“But in a
out, you know? At
and Abby
controlled enNavin ’23,
vironment, it
the core of it, it’s just
also known
tastes good.
fermentation friends
as the “FerSurprisingly.
hanging out.”
mentation
It smells horFathers,”
rible most of
Lucy Adams ’23
lead
the
the time, but
club, which
it tastes deliwas
apcious,” Navin
proved by the Office of Stu- said.
dent Engagement and the
The club, which is advised
Student Life Committee on by Andrew Kerkhoff, proMonday.
fessor of biology, started as
“We hope to make it a nice a joke between Adams and
big club; we’re just gonna be Navin.
friends here—have fun makThey noted that while Prof.
ing food,” Navin said.
Kerkhoff no longer ferments
“I think a key part of it is in his free time, he “did it in
that … we’re just hanging out, the nineties and then realyou know? At the core of it, ized that he hates kombucha,”
it’s just fermentation friends Navin said.
hanging out,” Adams added.
“He said he did it because
In food science, fermenta- it was a hippie trend,” Adams
tion is the process by which added, later acknowledging
microorganisms (yeast or that such a trend is also how
bacteria) digest carbohy- this new club came into bedrates, producing either lac- ing.
tic acid or ethanol, which can
Adams and Navin first
then create a unique sour or bonded over their mutual love

“

s
s
a
l
C ash
Cl

of the Bon Appetit video host
Brad Leone, whose show It’s
Alive with Brad Leone, has inspired many loyal fermentation enthusiasts.
Prior to the first meeting,
Navin and Adams acquired
a 150-year-old sourdough
starter, ordered online from
the Pacific Northwest. They
stated that they had wanted
the starter to be as close to

Kenyon’s age (195 years) as
possible.
While many interested students expressed that they had
little or no experience, Navin
and Adams are confident that
the club can be a space for
learning and experimentation.
“I worked at a farm for
the past couple of years, and
me and the farm crew would

make kombucha. And we
pickled everything known to
man,” said Navin.
“I technically don’t have
a lot of fermentation experience, but I like cooking a lot
… and I cook a lot with fermented ingredients, which
I’m very into,” Adams said.
“And I’ve just been on a fermentation kick for the last
two years.”

Prospective members attend the first Fermentation Friends meeting in lower Pierce. | BEN NUTTER

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Sophomore Class Total:

First -Year Class Total:

10

11

8

8

Answer

Luis Platas ’20

Delilah Cravens ’21

Grace McManus ’22

Jonathan Pastor ’23

In His new album “Jesus Is King,”
Kanye West shouts-out what
popular fast-food restaurant
chain?

Chick-fil-A

Fiesta Mexicana

Chick-Fil-A

Taco Bell

Chick-Fil-A

Colloquially known as “the
Ganter,” its official name is:

Ganter-Price Hall

Rutherford B.
Ganter Hall

What two college/universities (not
including Kenyon) either reside
in, or have a campus in, Mount
Vernon?

MVNU and Central Ohio
Technical College

Com

pi

kso
y Jac
led b

What is the app for creating dance
and comedy videos that has become
popular over the past few months?

n Wa

ld

MVNU and Central Ohio
Technical University

TikTok

TikTok

Weekly Scores

2

Ganter-Price Hall

AD lounge

MVNU and Central Ohio
University

MVNU and Bradford
Academy of Dance

TikTok

TikTok

3

1

Ganter-Price Hall

MVNU and Central Ohio
Technical College

TikTok
4

6
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Kenyon College’s ominous history still survives on campus
REBECCA TURNER
STAFF WRITER

One only has to do a topical Google search in order to
discover that Kenyon may be
haunted. In recent years, Kenyon has acquired a nationwide reputation for haunted buildings, unexplained
deaths and other supernatural goings-on; the College
ranks highly in a number
of “Most Haunted Colleges”
lists. A Kenyon alumna even
penned an op-ed for The New
York Times detailing her experience in a “haunted dorm,”
that dorm being Old Kenyon.
Yet College Historian and
Keeper of Kenyoniana Thomas Stamp ’73 suggests that Kenyon’s reputation as haunted
is relatively new but mostly
unfounded. “The ghost stories … are certainly fun and
potentially scary,” Stamp admits, “but most of the stories are questionable.” Stamp
recalls that during his time
as a student at Kenyon, students did not celebrate Halloween or take an interest in
the supernatural to the same
extent as current undergraduates. Though countless stories of supernatural sightings
and ghostly experiences are
cycled through the Kenyon
community on a yearly basis,
only a few are based on events
within the school records.
Those College-documented

stories, though, are the ones
that have persisted. While the
story of the Old Kenyon fire
of 1949 is currently the most
popular of these, the story
that drew the most attention
to Kenyon and secured the
College as a site for supernaturality was the mysterious death of Stuart Pierson, a
Kenyon student who died on
a railroad bridge over the Kokosing River on the night of
Nov. 29, 1905.
Tim Shutt, Integrated Program for Human Studies
(IPHS) professor and an expert in Kenyon ghost stories,
recounted the tragic tale. It
was the night of initiation for
Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE),
a currently suspended fraternity, for which Pierson’s
father (himself a member of
that fraternity) had visited
the College. During the initiation, Pierson was struck
by an unscheduled train en
route to Mount Vernon for
repairs and killed.
While the College’s records
suggest a number of reasons
that this may have happened
(for example, that he may
have fallen asleep near the
tracks, or became frightened
by the train and unwittingly
stepped into its path), Shutt’s
account is far more sinister.
“He was tied to the tracks,”
Shutt attests, “and the evidence suggests that his dad,

who was there, and evidently participated in the initiation rituals, helped to tie him
to the tracks, or at least was
present and consenting when
he was tied.” Pierson’s body,
however, was never recovered
by Mount Vernon police, and
the College failed to contact local authorities
about the death.
Instead,
Pierson’s body was
briskly sent
back
to
his home
in Cincinnati
“before
the
sun

based on exaggerated headlines and
little substance
— and was
used as antifraternity propaganda. Since
then, students
have reported
seeing Pierson’s
ghost
near the discontinued
railroad
tracks
by

ELI HABERBERG

was
up”
the next day. There was no
further investigation into
the fraternity or the cause of
death. At the time, Pierson’s
death made national news;
Stamp noted that this occurred in the era of “yellow
journalism,” — journalism

the
Ko- kosing
Gap Trail and in the western wing of Old Kenyon, the
former headquarters of the
DKEs.
This story, Shutt proposes,
is the “basis of the Kenyon
ghostly tradition.” Perhaps
there is something about this

campus
that
suggests
an inclination
toward the strange
and unexplained, such
as the incredibly dark
nights or the often-misty
mornings. Perhaps it is simply the collective liberal
imagination of the student
body. Nevertheless, Kenyon
students have a penchant for
the ghostly.
Both Shutt and Stamp believe that it may be in good
taste for the ghost stories to
be toned down, even ever so
slightly. “These are, after
all, real people who deserve
respect,” Shutt said. Maybe
these ghost stories, then, are
the way to keep the stories of
these real people alive.
But maybe… the stories
themselves are real.

Left: Stuart Pierson. Right: In 1949, students gathered to watch Old Kenyon Hall erupt into flames. | COURTESY OF GREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND ARCHIVES
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The thoughtfully designed production brought life to a minimalist set through authentic, complex performances and careful, nuanced direction. | ALESSANDRO RUSSO

Late, A Cowboy Song explores the struggles of self-definition
ROSE PAULSON
STAFF WRITER

Stagefemmes’s production of Sarah Ruhl’s play Late, a Cowboy Song
begins like any other Western: as
the audience finds their seats, a cowboy’s silhouette looks into the distance calmly presiding over a vast
landscape. However, in this story, set
in the early 2000s, the landscape is
the outskirts of Pittsburgh, and the
cowboy is a woman. Performed on
Oct. 25 and 26 at the Harlene Marley
Black Box Theater, the show featured
authentic renderings of domestic life
and cowboyhood, allowing for a nuanced exploration of the fluid nature
of identity.
Mary (Grace Jolliffe ’23) and Crick
(Miles Shebar ’20) have been in love
since they were eight years old. However, marriage and parenthood fail
to match Crick’s vision of a perfect

American family, and Mary befriends
Red (Hannah Johnston ’20), an old
acquaintance who calls herself “a lady
cowboy.” While Crick’s anger begins
to manifest as domestic abuse, Red
shows Mary an alternative lifestyle of
riding horses and singing under the
night sky, and the two begin to fall in
love.
The characters navigate personal
realizations of sexuality and gender
but lack the vocabulary and cultural
consciousness to articulate these realizations to each other. The result is an
honest portrayal of self-discovery and
self-definition, one that not only engages with queer identity but also with
the broader struggle of understanding
and identifying oneself.
“It brings in all of these ‘hot topics’
but … I think what makes it exciting is
that it’s not about any of those hot topics, because in the end, it’s just about

Mary and how she defines herself,”
director Emily Blanquera ’20 said. “I
was excited about a narrative of definition, of self-definition … She learns
to move into a space that’s much less
defined.”
Jolliffe skillfully met the challenge
of portraying Mary in the midst of
her self-discovery. Her character’s
youthful optimism becomes tempered by both positive and negative
experiences, and, while the play is not
quite a coming-of-age story, Jolliffe’s
Mary slowly develops maturity and
self-awareness. In doing so, the audience was able to witness her dread at
the end of her marriage as well as her
joy in realizing new possibilities with
Red.
Shebar’s performance brought
depth to his character, balancing a
boyish yet charming love for Mary
with his closed-mindedness as a fa-

ther and husband. His character was
a sympathetic but ultimately unredeemable antagonist whose hostility stems from ignorance rather than
true malice.
Similarly, Johnston was a convincing cowboy, whose stoic, self-assured
presence faltered only with a developing tenderness for Mary. Her desire for Jolliffe was palpable, and their
chemistry brought vibrancy and hope
to an otherwise bleak story.
The set design by Heather McCabe ’20 and the prop design by Eden
Stephey ’21 reflected the opposing dynamics of Mary’s relationships. The
play began in Mary and Crick’s living
room and kitchen, which was full of
furniture and other domestic clutter and elevated above the rest of the
stage. In contrast, Red’s farm filled the
front of the stage and had minimal
decoration aside from a wooden fence

and a makeshift horse. This duality
underscored the suffocation of Mary’s
marriage as well as the potential for
freedom with Red.
Ruhl’s writing deftly allows for the
experiences of heartbreak and first
love to coexist in one narrative. Red’s
cowboy songs in particular were lyrically rich and provided a soulful interlude between sharply realist scenes.
At times, however, the story felt disjointed. Certain elements, such as
the choice to make Mary and Crick’s
baby intersex, seemed to serve only as
plot devices to trigger Mary’s introspection rather than narrative components in themselves.
However, any cracks in the writing were overcome by Blanquera’s direction and her actors’ performances.
The effect is a refreshingly optimistic
and universally resonate story of cowboys and queer love.

Dancers bring a new perspective to Meg Cranston’s exhibit
GRACE KORTHUIS
STAFF WRITER

Blue, red, yellow, green and
other assorted hues filled the
brightly lit Buchwald-Wright Gallery during Common Hour on
Oct 24. Dancers from Assistant
Professor of Dance Kora Radella’s
Beginning Dance Fundamentals
(DANC 107) course dressed in
solid colors to complement Meg
Cranston’s exhibition Hue, Saturation, Value: The Archer Paintings in their contact improvisation performance, Kaleidoscope.
The students performed improvisational compositions in front of
the exhibit in the upper level of the
Gund Gallery for a small audience
of faculty and their peers.
The music of Ross Feller, a solo
saxophonist who accompanied
the dancers, ranged from hectic
series of rapidly changing notes
to slow haunting tones. In certain
moments, the dancers responded
to the sounds of the saxophone,
while in others the saxophonist
reacted to the movements of the
dancers.
Katie Hileman ’22 has taken
part in dance classes and performances since she was a child.

Coming into Kenyon, Hileman
knew she didn’t want to major in
dance, but she still hoped to retain dancing as a prominent part
of her life. Classes like Dance Fundamentals have provided her with
much-needed outlets for movement that contrast with her prior
dance experience.
“I’ve never done improvisation
before … Because I was classically
trained, it’s hard for me to break
barriers when I do things because
I’m so used to pointing my toes
and perfect extensions,” Hileman
said. “You just go with the flow,
and that’s a blessing and a curse
because for me it lightens me up
but at the same time I have no idea
how to do it.”
As opposed to other forms of
dance, contact improvisation is
about themes rather than choreography. The specific movements
that the dancers will perform are
not predetermined. Instead, they
come up with ideas and concepts
to centralize their movements
around. In preparation for Kaleidoscope, the students were divided
into groups of four or five. Each
group came up with their own
ideas to bring to Kaleidoscope,
then collectively figured out how

Dancers coordinated their clothing with Cranston’s The Archer Paintings | ANNMARIE MORRISON

they would relate their ideas to the
theme of color.
The experimental nature of
Cranston’s art is a concept that
she discussed with the Beginning Dance Fundamentals course
when she came to speak with them
earlier in the semester. The students carried this experimental
quality into their own movements
to produce a performance that was
artistically diverse and striking.

Jonathan Pastor ’23, a student
in the class, noted that it is sometimes challenging to find the flow
of the performance and make
sense of how you are moving and
why. Pastor said that the class encouraged students to think more
openly about the ways that they
move in relation to others. “It’s
like seeing the validation of discomfort,” he said in reference to
overcoming his initial uneasiness

with experimenting in physical
contact with his classmates.
The experimental nature of Kaleidoscope and of contact improvisation encourages students to
move past the awkwardness that
is often associated with physical
connections to other people. As a
result, the performance felt open
and accessible, drawing the audience in to embrace this unique
honesty of movement.
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Adam Keeler's guitar performance ranges from Rak to Bach
Keeler's performance in Brandi Recital Hall was interesting and accessible to non-musicians.
SYDNEY FALLON
STAFF WRITER

The gentle, soothing melodies of
Adjunct Professor Adam Keeler’s guitar filled the Brandi Recital Hall the
night of Oct. 28. The hall was crowded with students, faculty members
and families. Keeler sat in the center
of the stage with two guitars, one on
either side of him. One was a nylonstringed guitar, while the other was
steel-stringed. The nylon string is
used for the “finger style” of performance, in which the guitarist does
not use a guitar pick, while the steel
string is used for the classical style.
The recital contained several fingerstyle pieces, followed by the more

complex classical-style pieces. Keeler’s recital brought attention to the
intricacies of these two styles of guitar playing.
Keeler is currently teaching the
Level-I Guitar (MUSC 152) and LevelI Classical Guitar (MUSC 153) courses at Kenyon. “Ever since I got hired I
wanted to play a recital … It was just
so busy with the students and everything else going on that I couldn’t get
in right away, but I said ‘ just give me
a date and I will make it work,’” Keeler said.
The performance began with Stephen Rak’s “Series of Minute Solos,”
a piece which Keeler said he uses to
teach younger students. Keeler had
decided to start his recital with sim-

CROSSWORD
Across
1. Little Women Louisa
7. Miss, in Mainz
11. Matterhorn, e.g.
14. Kind of Toon
15. To Insta-stalk, perhaps
16. Pecan pastry
17. “If you change your
mind, I’m the first in
line…”
20. Like Schiller’s “To
Joy”
21. “Where Are You Going, Where Have You
Been?” writer
22. Wedding accessory
23. Spinach mineral
25. Simmers
26. “You can dance, you
can jive…”
32. Like a building at
Harvard or Yale
33. Programmer’s customer
34. Nutrition Facts regulator
37. New Apts resident?
38. Not to forever hold
your peace, perhaps
40. Pole or Croat
41. Aries’ consort
42. Ye Olde Times
43. Hooch
44. “I was sick and tired
of everything…”
47. Dictum
50. To collect what is
sown
51. Criminal cousin of “to
aid”
52. Regarding
55. Purdue University’s
MLA guide

58. “I work all night, I
work all day…”
62. Much ___ About
Nothing
63. To whom the Dixie
Chicks said goodbye
64. Dark and hoppy beer
65. Prefix for Sanders or
Warren
66. ____ / them / theirs
67. Convert .wav file to
.mp3, perhaps

Down
1. Ursula’s range
2. Maximum weight, in
an elevator
3. Rum mixer
4. Shania Twain’s “You’re
Still the ___”
5. Camellia sinensis
6. Vanderbilt or Rockefeller
7. Like a zero-derivative
curve
8. Germanic inscription
9. Rainbows, for example
10. Songwriters’ small
instrument, for short
11. Obstructed breathing,
often in sleep
12. “The _____ does not
exist!”
13. Fruit skins
18. To chill with friends
19. Stove belly
23. Frosted
24. To clear
25. Nancy Drew game
developer
26. Five and ____
27. To attest

pler pieces so that he would be able to
get a feel for the space and adjust his
playing for the more complex pieces
before diving into more technically
challenging pieces. “I normally don’t
[start with simpler pieces]. I wasn’t
sure if I would be able to get into this
room early enough to really get a feel
for [the room] and how it responds to
the guitar,” Keeler said. “So if I start
with some stuff that’s simple … I
don’t have to really focus on what I’m
playing, so I can use my ears and hear
what’s going on and coming back to
me.”
The pieces steadily increased in
technical complexity, as Keeler moved
from Rak to Bach. His fingers moved
almost imperceptibly, using minute

strumming to convey a layered sound.
In an interview with the Collegian,
Keeler noted that he had been studying “BMV 998,” the Bach piece that he
performed, for the last 10 years.
While Keeler maintained his focus
on simpler pieces that would be accessible to any audience, he made an effort to discuss the technical and historical aspects of each piece.
Although it is not traditional for
the performer to speak during a recital, Keeler did so in order to provide
greater insight into a genre that the
audience may not have known much
about. Overall, the recital effectively showcased Keller’s strong performance abilities and the value of classical guitar playing.

Cameron Austin
Crossword Editor

28. River in white and
blue varieties
29. The Q in LGBTQ
30. ’Murica
31. Halloween onomatopoeia
34. Failed Broadway
show
35. Stupor
36. To plead guilty or innocent
38. To soak up some
sauce
39. Undergraduate prefix
for law or medicine
40. Between sandwiches
and salad, at Peirce
42. What ought not be
yucked
43. Feathered (or scaled)
coil
44. Center for construction
45. Like the Forms, to
Plato
46. Smash out on the
keyboard, once again
47. Mommies
48. Domicile
49. Krypton and Radon’s
neighbor
52. Nanny
53. What a three-hour
seminar is hopefully not
54. Singular
55. Keeping a close on
56. Mary Jane’s drug of
choice
57. Grecian harp
59. Alternative “but”
60. If Fri. and Sat. are
the best, then this is the
worst
61. Tolkein’s ogre

10/24 SOLUTIONS

Congrats to Reilly Wieland '21 and Liza Brilliant '21 for being the first to submit a correct solution to last week’s puzzle!
Did you finish this crossword? Email a photo of your finished crossword to crossword@kenyoncollegian.com for the chance to get a shoutout!
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Controversy over Hill’s talk shows us that
Compass lacks we must balance courage with compassion
direction
STAFF EDITORIAL

JESSICA GOROVITZ
CONTRIBUTOR

Next Thursday and Friday, seniors will register for their spring semester classes. For many of
us, this means the tedium of looking through the
type-writer font schedule of courses put out by the
Kenyon Registrar, perusing faculty and program
webpages and trying to piece together, a la Sherlock
Holmes, some idea of what courses with broad or
ambitious names like “No Comparison,” “Sick Society” or “Quest for Justice” are actually about. And
all of this to avoid the incredibly frustrating Kenyon Compass.
The last time we can recall having the ability
to search for courses, read course descriptions and
verify that one of the courses we want to take does
not conflict with one another is when the searchable schedule, discontinued in April 2018, still existed. Almost three full semesters later, it remains
unclear how Compass is in any way better than
the searchable schedule that it replaced. Compass,
of course, purports to do all of the things that the
searchable schedule did and more, but we are confident that we at the Collegian are not the only ones
who have found Compass frustrating, time-consuming and difficult to navigate.
For one, the searchable schedule was located in
My Banner, the same platform we use to register for
classes, check our grades and record our working
hours for on-campus jobs. For the sake of streamlining and ease of access, it does not make sense to
separate the schedule searching and planning tool
from this platform. Having registration, course information and a widget where you could sample
different potential schedules all within a few clicks
simply made sense.
Of course, when the College unveiled and implemented this program, a library student worker promised that Compass will never be “totally
done” because of its adaptability. Its features were
supposed to be ever-expanding to accommodate
student needs. On the webpage that displays Kenyon Compass’s mission statement, some of Compass’s stated special features include the ability to
“share ideas with advisors or peers, explore Major
Guides, search for job opportunities, and much
more.” Who at Kenyon shares ideas with advisors
anywhere but in email or in person? Who explores
major guides outside of each discipline’s webpage?
We would wager very few. And if anyone has scored
a job through Compass, please, please let us know.
A proposed course of action: If Compass really
is better, if it really is capable of doing more than
the searchable schedule and accommodating student needs, then LBIS and Student Council need to
do more to solicit student input and prove that this
input can then be reflected in the program they expect us to use.
In the meantime, perhaps someone should request that Coursicle, a program that helps create an
alternative schedule planner, help us out. Students
from Harvard, Yale, The Ohio State University and
Williams rely on Coursicle—maybe we should,
too.
The staff editorial is written weekly by editorsin-chief Becca Foley ’20 and Adam Schwager ’20,
and executive director Tommy Johnson ’20. You can
contact them at foley1@kenyon.edu, schwager1@kenyon.edu and johnson1@kenyon.edu, respectively.
The opinions page is a space for members of the community
to discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large. The
opinions expressed on this page belong only to the writers. Columns
and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian
staff. All members of the community are welcome to express opinions
through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted
for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be
received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon
Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject to space,
interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board reserve
the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do
not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.

While sitting at the talk by Dr. Marc
Lamont Hill this past Sunday, I found
myself wondering, “How could someone
who balances the struggles of different
groups so well cause such a controversy?” Admittedly, like many other students, I was not familiar with Dr. Hill’s
work before he arrived on our campus. I
was, however, aware of the raging debate
that had occurred between different student groups over the content of his previous remarks. His talk was everything
that our conversation on campus could
have been, but wasn’t.
The safety and security of Jewish people in Israel cannot and should not come
at the expense of Palestinians. Full stop.
“Justice” given to one community at the
expense of another is nothing but injustice. Israelis themselves can never really be safe and secure because injustice
breeds instability. None of us who claim
to be advocates for equality or justice
should settle for any less.
What impressed me both about Dr.
Hill’s speech was his ability to hold this
claim in tension with the global history of anti-Semitism. What most disappointed me about the campus conversation preceding it was the inability of its
participants to be both courageous and
compassionate to one another.
At no point should the burden of the
conversation, or education, on Israel and
Palestine be borne solely by Palestin-

ian students. Each of us as proponents
of social justice has a responsibility to
educate ourselves about the attrocities
committed against the Palestinian people and the denial of rights to ethnic and
religious minorities living within the
state of Israel. But, students without direct experience of this conflict need to be
able to treat each other with compassion.
The attempted demonstration of solidarity that occurred last week left many
students, Jewish or otherwise, feeling
confused and isolated. By focusing on
semantics in an email exchange between
student groups, rather than the real issue
at hand, we all failed to view and treat
each other with compassion.
As children of the Internet age, we
should all be aware that battling things
out online is not productive. It serves to
prove to your community that you “care”
or are “awake” to the issue, while doing
nothing to actually support the group
you’re trying to help. Assuming best intentions is not always possible or necessary, but that is no excuse for failing to
approach difficult conversations with
compassion. As Dr. Hill pointed out in
his talk, engaging in difficult conversations requires each of us to check our
egos at the door and let go of being right.
None of us have the right answers or
all the information. We are young and
fallible. We have a responsibility to each
other to hold one another accountable
and bring up challenging topics to push
each other towards becoming the best

versions of ourselves. But we also have
a responsibility to be kind as often as
we can. If we hold a free and just society to be our true aim, we need to hold
ourselves accountable for harms that we
create or perpetuate in the course of our
own activism. Jewish students, regardless of what social groups they affiliate
with, may have very real concerns about
current and past threats to their community. It is foolish and disrespectful for
American student organizations to overlook this point, given the prevalence of
anti-Semitism and hate crimes against
Jewish people occurring in our country
today.
It is also foolish and disrespectful for
Jewish students to expect to be heard by
Palestinian students if they are unable to
put their past trauma aside and recognize that other groups are experiencing
a more clear and present threat.
Anti-Semitism is alive and well, but
not every criticism of Jewish people or
the state of Israel reflects that concern.
Part of growing is learning when to cede
the floor to others. We all could have
been better at that this past week. I hope
that in the future, when debating difficult issues on campus, each of us is able
to be a little more courageous and a little
more compassionate. In order to achieve
change, we need to be able to do both at
the same time.
Jessica Gorovitz ’20 is a political science major from Berkeley, Calif. You can
contact her at gorovitzj@kenyon.edu.

Marc Lamont Hill misses the mark by failing to define the meaning of “pro-Palestine”
BEN REINGOLD
CONTRIBUTOR

At his talk on Sunday, Dr. Marc Lamont
Hill was engaging and polite. He made a
point not to antagonize any of the students
in the room. He listened to questions genuinely and openly, and his Q&A session
was about as productive as any Q&A session can be. For that, I applaud him. However, it disturbed me that various parts of
Dr. Hill’s talk were either unclear or entirely false.
Dr. Hill discussed what he perceived
as the shared struggle between the black
community and Palestinians. He explained that these groups could unite in
the fight against oppressive state government policies. At one point, he criticized
“PEBPs,” people who are “progressive on
everything but Palestine.” His general
thesis seemed to be: If you call yourself
progressive, and if you consider yourself
someone who values freedom, justice and
equality, you should be pro-Palestine.
What does it mean to be “pro-Palestine?” If pro-Palestine means believing
that Palestinians have a right to freedom
and self-determination, I am pro-Palestine. That’s why I support a two-state solution and condemn any action which obstructs the possibility of such a solution. If
pro-Palestine means condemning any Israeli policies that are unfair or discriminatory to create a better Israel, I am pro-Pal-

estine. Dr. Hill discussed the “admissions
committees” that some Israeli towns employ, which he believes exist to bar Arab
citizens from living in certain towns. If Dr.
Hill’s analysis is correct—I have not studied this issue in particular—then I would
join him in condemning these committees
and advocating for reform.
The problem is that there are some policies which are fundamental and necessary
to Israel’s existence as a sovereign Jewish
state. For example, the separation barrier
along much of the West Bank was the only
effective way to end the suicide bombings
of the second intifada and allow Israelis to
live in peace.
If being “pro-Palestine” means advocating for this wall to be dismantled
immediately, then I cannot call myself
pro-Palestine. If being “pro-Palestine” requires that I support the “right of return”
— which would grant Israeli citizenship to
millions of people of Palestinian heritage
and thus undermine Jewish self-determination — I can not call myself pro-Palestine. The right of return is something that
must be negotiated. One cannot demand
Israel to unilaterally enact a policy that
would render Jews a minority in the only
Jewish state.
Lastly, if being “pro-Palestine” means
chanting in support of an intifada or excusing the murder of civilians as legitimate resistance (as other schools’ Students
for Justice in Palestine chapters have done),

then I cannot call myself pro-Palestine.
Dr. Hill was careful to state that he
would never want Jews removed from Israel. But, by neglecting to define what it
means to be pro-Palestine, he validated
those who believe that Palestinians cannot
be free so long as the state of Israel exists.
By not specifying his call to action, Dr.
Hill left room for those who believe that
Israel must be dismantled.
Even though Marc Lamont Hill granted a real legitimacy to the state of Israel,
he repeated traditional anti-Zionist talking points, including one which was factually false. When discussing the Balfour
declaration, perhaps the most important
historical document in this entire conversation, Dr. Hill made the following claim:
the British promised a Jewish homeland to
the leaders of the Zionist movement, not a
state. In reality, the language used in the
Balfour declaration was “national home,”
clearly indicating the intention of establishing a “nation,” or state.
Marc Lamont Hill’s intelligence and
empathy make him a significant voice on
this very important issue. However, he
needs to sharpen his call to action, separate himself from anti-Israel extremists
and consider the implications of the “solutions” he seems to endorse.
Ben Reingold ’20 is a political science
and economics from Highland Park, Ill.
You can contact him at reingold1@kenyon.
edu.
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Personal statement from Mo Kamara ’22
Let me put this into perspective:
There is a full-time student who is a
Community Advisor, works at the library, is a member of the executive
board for two large organizations, a
Kenyon Review Associate and a firstgeneration college student. This student, who is a black woman, a functioning member in her school’s social
scene, a friend and whatever other
identities she finds herself forgetting
she has, has to worry about the Knox
County Sheriff Deputy harassing students of color at his own discretion.
Any time she sees the Deputy’s vehicle, she’s moments away from a panic
attack, and he’s on her campus every
day and night. She feels like she can’t
breathe, and there are always tears
waiting to be shed. She’s wary of being
alone because of him, she doesn’t like
driving her car because of him, and

she feels like nothing. That student is
me.
When there is a problem that is negatively affecting your physical safety
and causing your health to decline,
and the only thing you can do is keep
talking about it, you feel powerless.
These are the reminders that some will
never view you as a human, will never
see you as an equal and will never view
you as someone that matters.
On this beloved Hill, I’ve been racially profiled, stopped twice by Deputy Kevin Williams, forced to give a
statement to Deputy Kevin Williams
and ticketed by Deputy Kevin Williams. I’ve been thoroughly terrified
by Deputy Kevin Williams. I don’t feel
safe on my campus. On this beloved
Hill, I don’t feel like me. I don’t feel
human. I feel less-than, invisible, miserable, tired. Yet I still have to func-

tion as a student, pretending as if my
mental health isn’t in shambles because this man, who is aware that racist institutions will protect him, continues to harass me and students of my
complexion.
I am tired of apologies. I am tired
of justifications for Deputy Kevin William’s behavior. I am tired of being told
that him stopping me has nothing to
do with the race. We were not intimidated because of his size; my father is
a 6-foot-2-inch, 250-pound black man,
a similar build to Deputy Williams.
Students of color are not afraid of any
officer because of their appearance.
We are afraid because they can target us, harass us and stop us without
any repercussions. I am tired of being
told ‘be careful’ or ‘don’t give him an
excuse to speak to you’ because I was
careful, I was cautious of my actions,

but none of that mattered. Deputy
Kevin Williams still stops me simply
for existing, still stops students of color on this campus for no reason at all.
There are no words of solace to offer someone who feels helpless. It’s
funny that at Kenyon we often discuss
agency, but rarely acknowledge those
on the Hill who struggle with exercising their agency because they feel as
if their lives don’t belong to them or
don’t matter.
I wrote this because I am tired of
people writing it for me. I am grateful
that people want to share my story and
direct attention to it, but now I think
it is time that students of color, especially black students, should write the
stories that others read about us.
This statement was edited for length
and clarity.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editors of the Collegian:
We write in support of the Collegian’s Oct. 24
editorial, “Reconsider Meatless Mondays.” We
thank the Collegian for bringing attention to the
numerous reasons why one should adopt a vegetarian or vegan diet — even if only for one day a week.
As mentioned in the editorial, the negative environmental impact of meat is an especially compelling reason to reduce meat consumption. Unless
greenhouse gas emissions are reduced significantly
in the coming decades, catastrophic effects will be
felt worldwide. We must change the way we treat
this planet or the most disadvantaged will suffer
the consequences.
Kenyon students often rightly stress the need for
bold, structural changes to tackle environmental
issues; just one month ago, several student organizations gathered on the steps of Rosse Hall as part
of a global climate strike to voice these very de-

mands. We can argue about the best way to ensure
the well-being of our planet, but one thing is clear:
Politicians will not implement policies aimed at
protecting the environment unless there exists
clear public support for them.
That is why the Student Council’s unanimous
decision to not hold a vote on Meatless Mondays
ref lects so poorly upon us as a student body. Kenyon students were given the rare opportunity to
enact change (as small as it may be) by collectively
forgoing meat consumption just once a week. But
we — a well-educated, progressively-minded bunch
— refused. On what grounds can we ask politicians
for massive overhaul when we balk at even minor
inconveniences for ourselves?
Indeed, for the vast majority of us, changing
our diet once a week would only be a minor inconvenience. Special care should be taken so that
the menu accommodates all allergies and dietary
restrictions, but the fact is that no one needs meat

every day to be healthy. The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics has stated that even athletes can
get sufficient protein, iron or other nutrients from
non-meat sources. Implementing Meatless Mondays will make it apparent just how easy it can be
to sustain oneself on a vegetarian or vegan diet.
To claim that one needs meat at every meal skirts
our political responsibility to enact those changes
we wish to see and to support structural overhaul
with more than just words. For these reasons, we
join the Collegian in urging the Student Council to
reconsider its decision.
Signed,
Cameron Austin, Jeremy Baier, Megan Hasenfrantz, Dina Knott, Carly McDonald and others
Officers and Members of the Kenyon Vegetarian, Vegan, and Plant-Based Society
This letter was edited for length and clarity.

Marc Lamont Hill serves as a reminder to be open-minded
MILO LEVINE
CONTRIBUTOR

In response to Kenyon Students for Justice in Palestine
(KSJP) and other organizations
inviting activist Marc Lamont
Hill to speak on campus, Kenyon Students for Israel (KSFI)
voiced their concern over the
negative consequences his visit could have on the Kenyon
community, as Hill had in the
past made remarks deemed by
some to be anti-Semitic.
As a Jewish student, I was
initially opposed to Hill’s
scheduled speaking engagement. However, upon attending the event, I not only realized that his character had
been unduly derided, but also
furthered my understanding
of the Israeli-Palestinian conf lict.
To contextualize the controversy surrounding Hill,

one must look to comments he
made last year during a speech
he gave to the United Nations.
In his speech, he addressed the
Israeli-Palestinian conf lict using language associated with
the propaganda of Hamas, an
anti-Semitic terrorist organization. Hill later said that his
comments were taken out of
context, but still he received
considerable public backlash
and was subsequently fired
from CNN.
While KSFI was well-intentioned in bringing this incident to light in an all-student
email outlining their objection
to Hill’s attendance, they failed
to recognize his whole body of
work. I disagree with some of
Hill’s stances on the IsraeliPalestinian conf lict, but he is
undeniably a thoughtful, intelligent and serious academic
who discusses the conf lict in

good faith.
I was surprised when Hill
decided to begin his speech
by addressing the comments
he made at the United Nations. Hill carefully articulated what his intentions were in
his United Nations speech, and
happily fielded questions from
students who challenged him
further.
Hill then spoke at length
about the nature of the Israeli-Palestinian conf lict, and
he shared his knowledge and
opinions in a way that appealed to the audience’s sense
of justice and humanity, rather
than pandering to their political prejudices.
Additionally, Hill was highly aware that some members of
the audience would be skeptical of him for his past remarks,
and he spoke accordingly.
He vehemently denounced

anti-Semitism many times
throughout the evening, and
rightly pointed out that global
anti-Semitism is intensifying
and needs to be dealt with urgently.
While Hill did advocate
for a one-state solution to the
Israeli-Palestinian
conf lict,
a position I strongly disagree
with, he also acknowledged
the opposing point that this
approach could leave Jews
more vulnerable to oppression
in international politics.
Further
strengthening
Hill’s message was his willingness to explore a number of
political issues worldwide. Hill
explicitly stated that he had no
intention of isolating Israel in
his criticisms, and he didn’t
mince words when calling
out other nations in the Middle East who have committed
wrongdoings, nor did he shy

away from discussing domestic issues such as systemic police brutality.
The part of Hill’s speech
that resonated with me the
most was when he said that
everyone desires to live in a
just and equal world, but not
everyone agrees on how to get
there.
In the true spirit of Socratic
dialogue, Hill admitted to his
own fallibility and facilitated
a civil discourse in which both
his perspective and the perspectives of others were taken
seriously. Hill’s visit should be
a testament to the values of a
liberal arts education and the
benefits we all reap when we
expose ourselves to ideologies
different than our own.
Milo Levine ’23 is an undeclared major from San Francisco, California. You can contact
him at levine1@kenyon.edu.
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After a hot start, Lords look to recapture early season magic
ADAM SCHWAGER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Lords football team
fell under .500 for the first
time since late September,
when they lost 51-13 to the
College of Wooster at McBride Field last Saturday. The
game was played in the harshest conditions the Lords had
faced all year, with rain falling and wind blowing consistently on the coldest day of
the Ohio fall so far.
For the second straight
week, the Lords had difficulty finishing off defensive
drives, with Wooster converting on 10 of their 18 3rddown attempts and all three
of their 4th-down attempts.
While the Scots positioned
themselves favorably on some
of those downs, in eight of
those 13 scenarios the Lords
backed them into 3rd-and-7
or longer.
On the offensive side of the
ball, injuries and turnovers
prevented the Lords from
building any momentum. After only throwing one interception in his last four games,
quarterback Thomas Merkle’s
’20 first drop back was picked

off on a deep shot in the first
minute of the game. After the
Scots scored their first touchdown, Kenyon’s running back
Jack Provenza ’23 fumbled
on the first Lords play from
scrimmage which led to a
Wooster field goal. 18 minutes into the game, the Lords
faced a 24-0 deficit.
The Lords offense gained
some momentum halfway
through the second quarter.
Down 27-0, Merkle launched
a 40-yard pass to wide receiver Andris Baldois ’20 on 3rdand-8 from midfield. Balodis,
whose performance had been
questionable after a foot injury during that week ’s practice, caught the ball around
the 20-yard line. He then pro- Andris Balodis ’21 attempts to shed a diving Wooster cornerback. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA
ceeded to drag two Wooster
defenders trying to tackle muffed his fair catch attempt halftime break.
momentum once again dissihim to the 9-yard line. On in the treacherous condiThe final high mark for the pated rapidly.
3rd-and-goal from the 5-yard tions, and Wooster recovered Lords occured when cornerWith three games remainline, Merkle was able to find the ball on the Kenyon 21- back Ryan Mott ’22 returned ing, the Lords are facing three
Justin Bosch ’20 in the back yard line.
an interception at midfield all of the four toughest teams in
of the end zone to cut the defOnce
again
standing the way for the second Lords the NCAC. On Saturday, they
icit to 27-7.
strong, the Lords held the touchdown of the game. travel to Wabash College in
The Lords defense then Scots to only a field goal with However, after a botched ex- Crawfordsville, Ind., who
proceeded to force the only half a minute left in the half tra-point attempt and a 75- defeated the Lords 47-14 last
Wooster punt of the game. but had lost their best op- yard rushing touchdown for year in Gambier, and whose
With the Lords set to re- portunity to cut the lead to a Wooster on their next play only loss this season was
ceive the ball down 20, Bosch manageable level entering the from scrimmage, the Lords’ against the Scots.

Ladies win thriller at Hiram, Nationally ranked Lords concruise past hapless Oberlin
tinue dominant NCAC play

2-1 victory.
On Tuesday, Oct. 29, the team
headed to Oberlin College to face the
Entering the week, the Ladies sochapless Yeowomen, who, at the time,
cer team sat in third place in the
had gone 0-7-0 in conference play.
North Coast Athletic Conference
Despite Oberlin’s lack of success this
(NCAC) with three games remaining.
season, they scored first in the ninth
Needing to secure points to guaranminute, but four minutes later, Kentee a spot in the four-team NCAC
yon’s captain Fallon Raviol ’20 scored
tournament field, the Ladies won
off a Gwyneth Phillips ’20 assist. The
defeated Hiram College and Oberlin
game remained tied at the end of
College, with the latter result clinchthe first half, but the Ladies had full
ing their sixth-straight trip to the
control during the second 45-minNCAC tournament.
ute period. In the 56th minute, KeOn Saturday, Oct. 26, the Ladies
nyon grabbed their second goal, and
traveled to Hiram
the final goal of the
College, a team
contest, as Olivia
By the second
against which the
Dion ’22 headed in
Ladies have neva Raviol cross to seal
half we picked
er lost. The Ladies up the level of play in
the game. The Ladies
put consistent preswon 3-1.
order to secure a very
sure on the Ter“The game was
riers
throughout important win going
frustrating,
espethe game, totaling into the conference
cially in the first
19 shots and 12 on tournament next week.”
half,” Darien Byrum
goal. The Ladies’
’22 said. “By the secfirst goal would not Darien Byrum ’22
ond half we picked
come until the 31st
up the level of play
minute, when Sain order to secure
mantha Hayes ’21 put a Caroline Mca very important win going into the
Neer ’21 pass into the back of the net.
conference tournament next week.”
Kenyon entered halftime with a
For their last game before the
1-0 lead, but in the 64th minute, HiNCAC tournament, the Ladies will
ram would draw even with a goal
play DePauw University on Saturday,
from Courtney Wendel. Heading into
Nov. 2 (their Senior Day) at Mavec
the final minutes, it seemed as if the
Field. A victory against the Tigers,
game would go into overtime, but
currently ranked first in the conferMaddie Ladd ’21 sent a McNeer corence, would guarantee the Ladies a
ner past the goalkeeper in the 87th
top-two seed and a home game in the
minute to give the Ladies a thrilling
NCAC semifinals.
JACOB HUNKINS
STAFF WRITER

“

SAM HAGA
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon’s 14th-ranked men’s soccer
team secured a crucial 2-0 victory on
Oct. 26 against Hiram College, allowing them to move into first place in
the NCAC standings. They followed
this with a convincing 5-1 win over
Oberlin College at home, clinching a
berth in the NCAC tournament.
In their first game against Hiram,
the Lords, who have held a 9-1 record
against the team since 2011, went into
the game looking to secure a fourth
consecutive win at Hiram. With just
three
conference
regular-season
games left to go, the game had strong
postseason implications. In the first
half of the highly contested match,
Kenyon outshot Hiram nine shots to
none, requiring Hiram’s goalkeeper to make six saves in the half. The
Lords also took seven corners while
only giving up one corner to the Terriers squad.
In the second half, the Lords scored
two goals on 10 shots. After remaining scoreless for the first 30 minutes
of the half, Kenyon broke through
thanks to the efforts of forward Sam
Carson ’22. After receiving a throughball from Sebastian Gaese ’22, Carson
curved a shot inside the right post,
notching Kenyon’s first goal of the
night in the 82nd minute. Just over
five minutes later, Carson assisted Tomas Munoz Reyes ’22, which marked
the midfielder’s second goal of the
season. Kenyon head coach Chris

Brown credits their two late goals to
the “consistent pressure and admirable patience” exhibited by his players.
Eleven different Kenyon players
took shots throughout the course of
the game, while Hiram generated only
two shots. Only Hiram’s midfielder
Ben Zuniga’s shot was on target for
the Terriers, requiring Kenyon’s goalkeeper Ian McTurf ’21 to make his
only save of the game.
On Wednesday, the Lords completely dismantled the Oberlin Yeomen, winning 5-1. This win secured
the Lords’ spot in next week’s NCAC
Tournament. The Lords started off
quick, as Carson was able to weave
his way through the Yeomen defense
and score within the first minute. The
Lords would add three more goals,
winning 5-1.
Kenyon currently stands at the top
of the NCAC standings with 20 points.
Each of the top three teams only have
one conference game left to play, making the fight to finish in first place an
extremely close one. Wabash will play
Oberlin College, while Ohio Wesleyan will face Hiram to close out their
regular season. On the Lords’ upcoming games, Brown says that the “key
is to play with a level of intensity and
urgency in every game that [their] opponents find hard to handle,” emphasizing that they will be taking things
“one game at a time.”
The Lords’ next match and final
regular-season game will be Senior
Day at Mavec Field on Nov. 2 at 3:30
p.m. against DePauw University.
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Left: A Kenyon swimmer takes a breath midstroke. Both the Lords and Ladies Swimming and Diving Teams defeated Xavier University on Saturday. | CAMERON PETERS

Swim and Dive beat D-I Xavier University in second meet
JOE WINT
SPORTS ASSISTANT

The Kenyon Lords and Ladies swimming and diving
teams both won on Saturday afternoon, taking down
the NCAA Division I Xavier
University Musketeers at the
James A. Steen Aquatics Center. The Lords showed great
depth, as their 198-96 win was
secured by nine different individual event winners. The Ladies won by a tighter 154-139
margin, thanks to their seven
individual event winners and
eight runners-up finishes.

For the Lords, Connor
Rumpit ’20 was the only winner of multiple individual
events. Both wins were in
long-distance contests: the
500- and 1,000-yard freestyle
events, in which he achieved
times of 4:36.90 and 9:34.02,
respectively.
David Fitch ’21 had a sensational outing with three collective victories. He posted
wins in the 100-yard butterf ly
(50.07) as well as the 200-yard
medley relay (1:30.46) with
teammates Luis Weekes ’22,
Marcus Hong ’21 and Tommy

Weiss ’20 and the 400-yard
freestyle relay (3:05.89) with
Hong, Weiss and Joe Black ’22.
Weekes, Black and Hong
also finished with individual
event wins. Weekes finished
first in the 100-yard backstroke (57.23), Black in the
100-yard freestyle (46.81) and
Hong in the 50-yard freestyle
(21.02).
Other Lords wins came
from Mark Lang ’22 in the
200-yard freestyle (1:41.92)
and Cheran De Silva ’23 in the
200-yard butterf ly (1:54.36).
Kenyon swept the div-

ing competition, with Drew
Albrecht ’23 winning in the
1-meter (247.20) and Mason
Fishell ’23 winning in the
3-meter competition (300.00).
For the Ladies, Crile Hart
’21 triumphed in three separate events. Hart first succeeded in a relay with teammates
Summer Otazu ’20, Makena
Markert ’22 and Emmie Mirus ’21 in the 200-yard medley
(1:45.18). She followed the relay with victories in both the
100-yard backstroke (56.48)
and
200-yard
backstroke
(2:02.50).

Andrea Perttula ’22 also
had a productive meet, winning both the 100-yard breaststroke (1:06.53) and the 200yard breaststroke (2:25.81).
Her classmate, Myra Miller
’22, took first place in two
events of her own, winning
both diving competitions with
scores of 152.10 points from
the 1-meter board and 181.80
points from 3 meters.
The Lords and Ladies will
return to competition this Friday, Nov. 1 when they host rival Denison University at 6
p.m.

Field hockey
bounces back
against Oberlin
REESE CASAIS
STAFF WRITER

After losing their
11-game
winning
streak on Wednesday, Oct. 23, Kenyon’s
field hockey team regrouped the following Tuesday to defeat
Oberlin College, 4-0.
Kenyon scored early in the first quarter,
with Sarah Metzmaier
’22 scoring four minutes into the game on
a rebound from an initial attempt by Olivia
O’Connell ’21. Soon
after, Bella Kern ’23
scored to put Kenyon
up 2-0.
Four minutes into
the second quarter,
Tara Shetty ’21 scored
to increase the Lords
advantage to 3-0, off
an Emma Hyer ’22
penalty corner. Six
minutes into the third
quarter,
Metzmaier scored her second
goal of the game, with

Shetty picking up the
assist to bring the lead
to 4-0.
Kenyon dominated
throughout,
recording 29 shots while allowing just one defensively. Metzmaier
leads the Ladies with
15 goals this season.
The win was the Ladies ninth shutout of
the season.
Kenyon’s
record
this season stands at
an impressive 13-3
(5-1 against NCAC
opponents). They are
currently in a threeway tie for first in the
NCAC, along with
Denison
University
and Ohio Wesleyan
University.
Kenyon will play
one more regular-season game this Saturday, Nov. 2, against
the College of Wooster
before entering NCAC
tournament play the
following Wednesday.

Katie Howard ’22 prepares to dig the ball. The Ladies are now 5-19. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

Ladies look ahead to NCAC tournament
FRANCIS BYRNE
STAFF WRITER

Last Saturday, the Kenyon volleyball team welcomed Wittenberg
University’s Tigers to Tomsich
Arena. Wittenberg came into the
match with a record of 14-7 and
undefeated in all seven of their
NCAC matchups. It was a rough
outing for the Ladies, as they committed 23 errors during the 3 set
sweep, their second highest total
of the season. The Tiger defense
was also superb, holding the Ladies to a .000 attack percentage.

On Tuesday, the Ladies traveled
to Delaware, Ohio to take on Ohio
Wesleyan University for their final regular season NCAC match
of the year. Despite an eight-kill,
11-dig performance from Mackenzie Bruzzio ’20, the Ladies lost in
straight sets to the Battling Bishops, 25-17, 25-22, 25-13.
Kenyon will have two more outof-conference games before beginning NCAC tournament play. The
Ladies will enter into the tournament with an overall record of
5-19 and a conference record of
2-6, making them the seventh seed

for the field.
Sophomore Ellie Luciani ’22 is
confident in the team’s ability to
perform well and advance in the
upcoming NCAC Tournament.
“I think we’re excited to prove
some people wrong,” said Luciani.
“We can come in with an underdog mentality and show people
that our record doesn’t ref lect the
work ethic and talent level of our
team.”
The next match for the Ladies
will be on the road against Kalamazoo College (Mich.) on Saturday,
Nov. 2 at 2:00 p.m.

